THE GREATEST GIFT!
(The card game about giving and getting cool stuff!)

Overview
The Greatest Gift is a card game about trying to figure out what the other players would most like out of real life, and offering these things as gifts. In a series of rounds, players offer each other such gifts and are rewarded when their offered gifts are chosen above the others. The player that collects gifts the quickest wins the game.

Number of players: 3 - 8.
Ages: 12 and up.

Terminology
Gift Collection – a set of cards the player has collected throughout the game; these are the face-up cards in front of a player. The number of items in a player’s gift collection determines that player’s score.
Receiver – The person who’s turn it is to receive gifts.
Giver – A person that is offering a gift. Everyone but the Receiver is a Giver.
The Grab Bag – The communal pool of 7 upturned cards that players are rewarded from.

Game Preparation
Shuffle the cards, then deal 7 face-down to each player. Deal another 7 face-up in the middle of the table, these will be known as the “Grab Bag.” Put the remaining cards face-down in one or more piles to draw from.

How to Play
The player reading these rules goes first (if nobody reads the rules, the player to the left of the dealer gets to go first). Players may pick up their cards. Every card in your hand is a potential gift to someone else.

“Going first” means being the first receiver of gifts – that player is the receiver, and everyone else is a giver the first round.
Play consists of a series of rounds. A round takes place as follows:

1. Each giver chooses a card from their hand they think the receiver will like the most, and then places it face down in front of the receiver. The receiver mixes the cards, then turns them over one by one. He chooses the gift he likes the most, and places it in front of him face up in his gift collection for the remainder of the game (thus scoring a point). The receiver should try to verbalize his or her thought process when choosing a gift. The unworthy gifts are then discarded to a discard pile.

2. The player that offered the chosen gift gets rewarded by getting to take one item from the Grab Bag for his or her own gift collection (thus also scoring a point). Or, if nothing in the Grab Bag looks good enough, the player may instead take a chance and remove the top card of the deck to place directly in his or her gift collection.

3. Players refill their hands to 7 cards. If the draw pile is empty, shuffle the discard pile and reuse it. The Grab Bag is also refilled to 7 cards as needed.

4. The round is over. Unless someone has won (see the “To Win” section), play proceeds clockwise to the next player, and a new round begins.

If the Receiver only Needs 1 Gift to Win
If a round begins in which the receiver only needs one gift to win, the receiver is not allowed to get gifts this round (unless every player only needs one point to win, in which case play proceeds normally). Instead of receiving gifts, the receiver may discard as many cards from her hand as she likes, and refill it from the draw pile. The round is then over and play moves forward. This avoids cases of “guaranteed victory.”

Discarding Unwanted Cards from your Hand
Each player is allowed to discard up to 3 cards from his or her hand and draw new cards from the deck at any time during gameplay, but may only do this twice per game. (You may want to use chips to designate who can still trade in cards.)

Promise Category
Promise cards all start with “I Promise.” These cards are special in that they require either an interaction between two players or require the offering player to do or give something particular in real life.

The Grab Bag and Promise Cards
If any Promise category cards show up in the Grab Bag, they should be discarded and replaced from the top of the deck.
**To Win**
The winner is the first player to reach the target number of gifts (points) or more in his or her gift collection during a round in which he or she scores as a giver.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Of Players</th>
<th>Suggested Number of Gifts (Points) to Win:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>7 Gifts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>6 Gifts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7+</td>
<td>6 Gifts, the receiver chooses 2 gifts instead of 1 (and so 2 players are rewarded).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Or, players may agree upon a different target number in order to tailor the game to a desired length of time.

**Optional**
At any time, the entire Grab Bag can be discarded and replaced from the draw pile as long as all players agree.

Also, players are urged to verbalize their decision process while choosing which gift to accept because it’s more fun for everyone else that way!

**Card Anatomy**

**Additional Play**
**Optional Second Winner**
You may choose to pick an optional second winner. This second winner is the person who everyone agrees has the coolest collection of gifts.
**Tournament Play**
Sets of games may be played where the winner(s) each game choose to hold on to their favorite gift from his or her collection. These are not used in future games, but accumulate over a series of games and determine a “Loot Champion” based on an agreed upon number of points.

**Credits**
Game Design: ~ Ray Mazza
Special Thanks: ~ Jesse Schell
~ Ira Fay
~ The Carnegie Mellon Entertainment Technology Center

**Legal**
The Greatest Gift! is © 2003 Ray Mazza. All rights reserved. View us on the web at:
http://www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift
No More Bad Drivers

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrater.com/games/the-greatest-gift

At long last, all bad drivers have been wiped clear off the face of the earth.

Swimming Pool

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrater.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Your own pool, complete with hot tub and palm trees. Tropical drinks with little umbrellas optional.

Trampoline

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrater.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Trampolines: the most effective way to get cats out of trees. Seriously.

Bowling Alley

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrater.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Every game is free, and you can even bowl in slippers if you want to. Enjoy the nachos and four baggers!

+150 DVDs

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrater.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Ramp-up your collection with 150 new DVDs of your choice.

Home Movie Theater

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrater.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Ever wanted to really sit down and watch a movie at home? This is how it’s done.

Library

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrater.com/games/the-greatest-gift

A private library that’s part of your home (or a public library if you wish). It has all the books you could ever want, including some extremely rare editions and manuscripts.

Meat

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrater.com/games/the-greatest-gift

A lifetime supply of Grade-A meat is all yours.
PRIVATE JET

THE GREATEST GIFT!

Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Like a limo, but much bigger and it flies.

PLASMA SCREEN

THE GREATEST GIFT!

Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

A 70” plasma screen television: with this hot item, it’s amazing how quickly you’ll make friends.

PYRAMID OF GIZA

THE GREATEST GIFT!

Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You now own one of the Egyptian pyramids that used to be located in Giza. It has been moved to a more convenient location for you.

QUANTUM COMPUTER

THE GREATEST GIFT!

Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

The world’s first (and only) fully-functional quantum computer. Man, will the NSA be jealous of you!

SECRET PASSAGES

THE GREATEST GIFT!

Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Deck out your home with secret passages. You’ll be prepared to escape next time the FBI swings by your place (or your ex).

SHOPPING MALL

THE GREATEST GIFT!

Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Three stories of shopping heaven, all yours!

STONEHENGE

THE GREATEST GIFT!

Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

This ancient wonder is now yours, along with its mystery.

TOFU

THE GREATEST GIFT!

Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Everyone’s favorite soft vegetable cheese.
Every Video Game
The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

One copy of every video game ever made. That’s more hours of gameplay than exist in a human life cycle.

Exotic Supercar
The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Now you can break the national speed limit in first gear! What color do you want?

Flying Saucer
The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Ever wanted to experience interstellar travel or abduct someone as a practical joke? This is what you need!

Suburban Road Beast
The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Be like Arnold, do it now!

Jet Pack
The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

This puppy’s just like wearing a backpack, with the added bonus that you can fly.

Matter Transporter
The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

This is the ultimate in transportation – your very own set of matter translocation pods. (Note: They only transport matter.)

Monorail
The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You have a monorail and roughly 500 miles of track you can put anywhere you like.

Motorcycle
The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

This motorized bike has extremely high acceleration and top speeds.
“Hey, I read a few of your books! I love your work!”
(That’s what people say to you all the time.) Tell everyone what sort of books you write.

Now it’s actually fun to walk through dark alleys late at night in bad neighborhoods.

You are a nationally-known designer. What do you design? From video games to interiors to potato chip packaging, it’s up to you!

You have ties with the Mafia. Have any problems? A landlord bothering you? Bankrupt his family! What else might you use your connections for?

Wheeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee!

This sight could be in your rear-view mirror.

A fast car with a furious appearance.

Suddenly, crowded parking lots are much easier to navigate.
**Yacht**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

A large, rather luxurious yacht. Throw glamorous parties and cruise comfortably beyond the borders of everyday life.

---

**Clear Your Debt**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

All your debt and loans are paid off for you.

---

**Large Diamond**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

One of the largest diamonds ever found – do what you like with it. Gloat by putting it on display, or mount it in a necklace if you think you can wear it without falling over.

---

**Dream Job**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Racing cars? Making video games? Tasting ice cream? Have the job you’ve always wanted.

---

**Personal Jewelry Designer**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Your personal jewelry designer spends her time creating jewelry that looks incredible on you. And if you can dream it up, she can make it.

---

**Own an Island**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Relaxation takes on a new meaning when you have your own island.

(Where is it located?)

---

**Your Own Company**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You have successfully started up your own company and it’s going extremely well. What kind of company is it?

---

**Your Own Restaurant**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Whether you enjoy cooking or just having your own place to get a free meal with quick service, your restaurant does it all. What type of cuisine is it?
**Pears**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrater.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You have the world’s most prestigious collection of pearls and pearl jewelry.

**Pro Sports Team**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrater.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You can own any pro sports team in existence, or, you can make your own. What team do you own?

**Inherit a Small Country**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrater.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Congratulations! You just inherited a small country. What are you going to name it?

**Summer Home**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrater.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You can have a vacation home wherever you want -- on a beach, in the mountains, another country -- anywhere.

**Ten Skajillion Dollars!**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrater.com/games/the-greatest-gift

The number is irrelevant because you’ve got so much money it can’t be counted.

**Ten Thousand Gold Pieces**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrater.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Argh, what booty!

**Unlimited Wardrobe**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrater.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Any item of clothing or accessory you will ever want from this point forward will be absolutely free.

**Befriend a Star**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrater.com/games/the-greatest-gift

One day you ran into one of your favorite stars, and you ended up becoming friends. Who is it?
**True Love**

The Greatest Gift!

Available with full color images
@ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You’ve found your soul mate.

---

**Movie Star**

The Greatest Gift!

Available with full color images
@ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You are a movie star - a famous actor/actress that people can’t get enough of! What sorts of movies do you like to do?

---

**On a TV Show**

The Greatest Gift!

Available with full color images
@ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You’re a television icon! If you feel like it, tell the other players what show you star in.

---

**Pro Sports Player**

The Greatest Gift!

Available with full color images
@ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You are a pro sports athlete! In what sport? The choice is yours. Who would you play for?

---

**Rockstar**

The Greatest Gift!

Available with full color images
@ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You are literally a rock star. You have millions of fans that worship the ground you walk on.

---

**Stalker**

The Greatest Gift!

Available with full color images
@ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Being famous, it’s hard to avoid stalkers like this creepy person. Look on the bright side: he really, really likes you.

---

**+3 Hours Free Time**

The Greatest Gift!

Available with full color images
@ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You just got 3 hours more free time every day. Don’t ask how, it just happen. If you want, explain what you’d do with this drastic change in your life.

---

**Don’t Need to Sleep**

The Greatest Gift!

Available with full color images
@ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You never have to sleep again! Now you can watch infomercials all night long, or formulate a plan for taking over the world.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Card Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iron Bladder</td>
<td>The Greatest Gift! Available with full color images at <a href="http://www.thegamecrater.com/games/the-greatest-gift">www.thegamecrater.com/games/the-greatest-gift</a>. You never have to go to the bathroom again... unless you want to. Imagine the possibilities!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxury Bathtub</td>
<td>The Greatest Gift! Available with full color images at <a href="http://www.thegamecrater.com/games/the-greatest-gift">www.thegamecrater.com/games/the-greatest-gift</a>. The only thing you’ll ever want to do is take a bath.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No More Chores</td>
<td>The Greatest Gift! Available with full color images at <a href="http://www.thegamecrater.com/games/the-greatest-gift">www.thegamecrater.com/games/the-greatest-gift</a>. You never have to do chores again. Ever. Even if you reincarnate, you won’t have to do chores in your following lives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Massuse</td>
<td>The Greatest Gift! Available with full color images at <a href="http://www.thegamecrater.com/games/the-greatest-gift">www.thegamecrater.com/games/the-greatest-gift</a>. Warning: your personal massuse may cause unintended physical and/or mental dependence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Servant</td>
<td>The Greatest Gift! Available with full color images at <a href="http://www.thegamecrater.com/games/the-greatest-gift">www.thegamecrater.com/games/the-greatest-gift</a>. You just got your own servant. Now the only thing you ever have to do is tell someone else to do stuff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summers Off</td>
<td>The Greatest Gift! Available with full color images at <a href="http://www.thegamecrater.com/games/the-greatest-gift">www.thegamecrater.com/games/the-greatest-gift</a>. You now have summers off! It’s just like when you were in kindergarten!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In 263 years, a giant meteor will collide with Earth and end nearly all civilization. However, you can set a course in life that will make it possible to protect the world from death.

Have anyone special in mind?

You have found an inexpensive way to eradicate cancer that can go into immediate use worldwide.

Here are the papers, you've now got a divorce. What or who are you being divorced from?

Nobody in the world will ever be hungry again, thanks to your kind heart.

Thinking of anyone in particular?

You can save someone’s life, giving them a second chance.

Say goodbye to pollution, global warming, unnatural extinction of species, and all the other human-related threats the planet has been struggling with.
**FIRE GNOME**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Your gnome has a great personality and is very loyal to you, but it is obsessed with building fires everywhere, all the time.

---

**ROOM-SIZED AQUARIUM**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

A 10,000 gallon self-regulating aquarium filled with all manner of sea creatures.

---

**KID**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You found this kid wandering the supermarket one day, and decided to keep it.

---

**KITTEN**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

A cute little kitten!

---

**WEDDING**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

So you want to get married? Or do you just want the cake, the flowers, and the attention? Or perhaps the bachelor(ette) party?

---

**WORLDWIDE UTOPIA**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You are an incredible philanthropist, and have bestowed the gift of peace and joy upon the entirety of the world.

---

**CHOCOLATE VAULT**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Your very own vault filled with an endless supply of your favorite chocolates. And, you will never gain weight from them.

---

**KICK A BAD HABIT**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You get to *easily and permanently* kick one of your bad habits or addictions. What are you doing away with?
No-Smoking Law
The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift
You just instituted a national no-smoking law (despite the possibility of upsetting some of your friends and relatives).

Your Own Casino
The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift
Remember: the house always wins.
Always.

Your Own Club
The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift
You now have your very own club. There’s definitely something to be said for having fun in life!

Cowboy Boots of Dancing
The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift
These stylish magical boots allow you to dance like there’s no tomorrow. They also imbue you with the ability to jump six feet in the air and do flips with ease.

Sycophantic Cell Phone
The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift
When you talk to people using this cell phone, people will do anything you tell them to.

Crystal Ball
The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift
You can see the future with the crystal ball. Are you looking for anything in particular?

Eye Patch of Death
The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift
This dangerous item can reap people’s spirits from their bodies, rendering them instantly dead. Each soul you collect makes you stronger and healthier.

Fountain of Youth
The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift
You have the legendary Fountain of Youth. As long as you drink from this on a regular basis, you will be immortal.
**The Holy Grail**

You have the cup that caught the blood of Christ, the Holy Grail.

**Magic Missile**

You can cast this.

**Necklace of Intelligence**

You constantly absorb new knowledge and learn things simply by wearing this precious necklace, even while sleeping.

**Pandora's Box**

Pandora's Box unleashed all the evils into the world, but also gave us Hope. Keep out of reach of children.

**Portable Hole**

You know -- in case you need to put something in a box with no opening, or get inside a bank vault. What else would you use it for?

**Replicator**

With the replicator, you can scan items and duplicate them when and where you like. Store up to 250 of your favorite items in the replicator's memory.

**Ring of Fearsome Power**

When you wear this ring, it's like you were forged of steel. On a bad day, you can punch through stone. On a good day, you can get hit by a truck and not get scratched.

**Time Travel Machine**

This is a machine from the future made with such advanced technology that it is considered magical. Somehow, it ended up here with no passengers... whoops.
Pocketwatch of Wealth

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecracker.com/games/the-greatest-gift

This nice watch triples your income!

Ten Story Robot

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecracker.com/games/the-greatest-gift

This is a ten-story tall robot that you can ride in and control.*

*We will not be held responsible for any destructive actions taken in the robot, or any other uses that cause pain, suffering, loss, or terror of any kind.

An Army

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecracker.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You command your very own army.

Battleship

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecracker.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Great for parties and destroying coastal cities.

Cannons

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecracker.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Handy Parenting Tip: the best punishment for children is firing their favorite stuffed animal a mile into the ocean.

The Glorzorbiphark

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecracker.com/games/the-greatest-gift

???

Martial Arts Armory

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecracker.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You have every martial arts and medieval weapon known to man in your armory (and more) -- from samurai swords and sais to blow guns, grappling hooks, and plate mail.

Dragon

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecracker.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Ever since you got your dragon, your neighbors have stopped complaining about your loud parties. What color is your dragon?
**Olympic Endurance**

*The Greatest Gift!*

You could bike across three states and feel fantastic.

**Perfect Vision**

*The Greatest Gift!*

You have perfect vision.

**Perfect Health**

*The Greatest Gift!*

Your body is in perfect physical condition. Your health is as strong and pure as the Tree of Life.

**Plastic Surgery**

*The Greatest Gift!*

Nobody’s perfect, but plastic surgery can help you get one step closer.

**Monkey**

*The Greatest Gift!*

Monkeys don’t feel shame*, so if you feel like it, teach it to do something humiliatingly funny!

**Puppy**

*The Greatest Gift!*

What kind of puppy is it?

**Talking Horse**

*The Greatest Gift!*

What color is your talking horse?

**Worms**

*The Greatest Gift!*

Got Worms?

*Not an actual fact.*
**ART GURU**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/TheGreatestGift

You are an art guru. You have had paintings in many museums, and people love your work.

---

**AMAZING CHEF**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/TheGreatestGift

Would you like to open up a restaurant? You could with your wonderful culinary talent.

---

**DOCTOR**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/TheGreatestGift

You have all the skills necessary to be a great doctor, and then some.

---

**LAWYER**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/TheGreatestGift

You could be a very successful lawyer, if you wished.

---

**RENOVATED PHOTOGRAPHER**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/TheGreatestGift

Many people know and appreciate your work.

---

**BE THE PRESIDENT**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/TheGreatestGift

You are the President, and the people love you.

---

**FLUENT IN ALL LANGUAGES**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/TheGreatestGift

You can understand, read, and write all languages, and speak them with a perfect accent.

---

**COMPUTER HACKING**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/TheGreatestGift

Not only can you build computers and write programs to do just about anything, but given a little time, you can hack your way safely into any system.
HYPNOTISM

**The Greatest Gift!**

You can hypnotize people. (When I snap my fingers, you will awaken and remember none of this... and you won't notice the chicken duct-taped to your face.)

KNOW ALL CONSPIRACIES

**The Greatest Gift!**

You know everything about all conspiracies, large and small.

KNOW HOW TO CROCHET

**The Greatest Gift!**

You can crochet amazingly quickly.

MAGICIAN

**The Greatest Gift!**

You are a master of magic and sleight of hand, comparable to Houdini himself.

MARTIAL ARTS LEGEND

**The Greatest Gift!**

You are a martial arts Legend. You possess such control of your body and mind that it transcends the borders of logic and reasoning.

MATH & PHYSICS GENIUS

**The Greatest Gift!**

Einstein was also a math and physics genius.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORY

**The Greatest Gift!**

You have an incredible photographic memory. “Memorizing” something means reading it, seeing it, or hearing it just once.

PICK LOCKS & STEALTH

**The Greatest Gift!**

You can pick any keyed lock in seconds, and you are undetectable in any dark setting. You can also move without making a sound.
**Fly Planes and Helicopters**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You can pilot any and every plane and helicopter made (and you have the licenses too, of course).

**Know How to Play Bagpipes**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You make bagpipes sound great.

**Poker Champion**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Shuffling poker chips, doing card tricks, and winning hundreds of thousands of dollars are all skills that now come second nature to you.

**Politics Genius**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You know everything there is to know about politics, and you practice it with artful skill. You could work your way to the top, if you so desired.

**Pro Snowboarder**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You are so good at snowboarding, companies pay you to use their boards and gear. You can pull misty-flips and backside 900s in your sleep.

**Virtuoso at an Instrument**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You play an instrument on a level comparable to Bach, Mozart, and Hendrix. Which instrument do you play?

**Faster**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You have just doubled your speed.

**No More Dentist**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You never have to go to the dentist again. Your teeth are perfect, perpetually clean, and resilient. To top it off, your breath always smells minty.
I Promise: A Cheap Shot

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

If you accept this gift, you can punch the person that gave it to you.

Really Big Hands

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You have hands the size of large frying pans.

Stronger

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Your strength has doubled.

Stunningly Attractive

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

People constantly refer to you as “the most attractive person they've ever seen”.

Cryogenically Frozen

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

At any point in your life you can choose to be cryogenically frozen. You determine when in the future to get revitalized.

Discover Atlantis

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You find the Lost City of Atlantis and all of its secrets.

Immunity from the Law

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You are beyond the reaches of the law. You cannot be arrested, you cannot be fined, and you certainly cannot be given speeding tickets.

Know Everyone

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

With this, you know and recognize everyone alive today. You know a few things about everyone, and the best part is you will never forget a name. These people don't know you, but they all insist they feel like they do, because you're "familiar".
**Know When You'll Die**

The Greatest Gift!

Everybody wonders. This removes all the uncertainty: you can know exactly when it will be your time to move on.*

*Comas do not count as death. So if you find out you won't die for 50 years, then suddenly decide to drive 180 MPH down a freeway in the wrong direction in a tanker truck with a full load of rocket fuel, don't be surprised if you end up in a coma for those 50 years.

**Meet Aliens**

The Greatest Gift!

You get to have a safe encounter with extraterrestrial beings.

**Near-Death Experience**

The Greatest Gift!

For a few minutes, you actually get to experience death. Then, you are revived in perfect health.

**Relive Your Past**

The Greatest Gift!

Ever wish you could have done something different? Now you can: knowing what you know now, you can selectively relive your past.

---

**Know the Secret of Life**

The Greatest Gift!

Stop and ponder this for a moment -- it's huge -- you have become aware of the secret and meaning of life.

**Join a Secret Society**

The Greatest Gift!

You can be initiated into any secret society of your choice.

**See Bigfoot**

The Greatest Gift!

Witness first-hand the elusive sasquatch. You even have your video camera.

**Travel the World**

The Greatest Gift!

Pack your bags, this is a 1-year, all-expenses-paid trip around the world. Travel first class wherever you like. (If you are employed, it will be considered paid time off.)
Walk on the Moon

The Greatest Gift!

Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Few people have actually set foot on the moon, and you get to be one of them. Good luck, Mr. Gorsky...

Breathe Underwater

The Greatest Gift!

Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You can breathe underwater!

Control the Elements

The Greatest Gift!

Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You have complete control over wind, fire, and water. You can make hurricanes and have fire emanate from your hands.

Ability to Fly

The Greatest Gift!

Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You can fly!

Grow & Shrink at Will

The Greatest Gift!

Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You can shrink smaller than the human eye can see, and large enough to be seen from outer space (but please, don’t get that big...).

Healing

The Greatest Gift!

Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

With a soothing touch, you are able to heal any wound or affliction on yourself and others.

Hulking Strength

The Greatest Gift!

Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Although you do not look abnormally strong, you could rip a skyscraper out of the ground if you were able to get a good grip on it.

Immune to Fire

The Greatest Gift!

Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Fire cannot hurt you. In fact, you can walk into burning buildings, and the flames just tickle a little.
**Invisibility**
- Superman Power

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You can turn invisible.

---

**Read Minds**
- Superman Power

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You can hear other people’s thoughts at will.

---

**Run Ridiculously Fast**
- Superman Power

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You could break the world landspeed record without trying.

---

**ShapeShifter**
- Superman Power

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You can transform into other creatures.

---

**Stop Time**
- Superman Power

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You can stop and start time at will.

---

**Converse with Animals**
- Superman Power

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You can talk to and understand animals.

---

**Teleportation**
- Superman Power

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You can instantly teleport to any location you want.

---

**X-Ray Vision**
- Superman Power

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You can see through anything you want to.
**Remembrance**

**The Greatest Gift!**
Available with full color images
@ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

If you have this card in your hand and you don't own a copy of this game, put this immediately into your Loot Collection. When the game is over, have everyone sign it. Don't put this card back in the deck; put it in your pocket. You get to keep it as a Remembrance. If you eventually get this game, put this card in it when its own Remembrance is gone.

If you do own a copy of this game, then place this card on the bottom of the deck. Draw two more cards for your hand (yay, you’ll have an extra card in your hand). If players ask what you are doing, say you aren’t allowed to tell them.

**I Promise: A Dollar**

If you accept this gift, the player that offered it to you must give you a dollar.

**I Promise: A Free Meal**

If you accept this gift, the player that gave it must treat you to breakfast, lunch, or dinner in the near future.

**I Promise: A Hug**

If you accept this gift, the player that offered it to you must give you a hug.

**I Promise: A Kiss**

If you accept this gift, the player that offered it to you must kiss you.

**I Promise: A Massage**

If you accept this gift, the presenter must give you a massage after this game.

**I Promise: A Round of Drinks**

If you accept this gift, the person that offered it to you must go get drinks for everyone.

**I Promise: A Secret**

If you accept this gift, the person that offered it to you must whisper a secret to you (or tell you one in private). The secret must not be related to this game.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I Promise: A Commandment</th>
<th>I Promise: A Hot Date</th>
<th>I Promise: Servant for the Day</th>
<th>I Promise: Snacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE GREATEST GIFT!</strong></td>
<td><strong>THE GREATEST GIFT!</strong></td>
<td><strong>THE GREATEST GIFT!</strong></td>
<td><strong>THE GREATEST GIFT!</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Available with full color images</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Available with full color images</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Available with full color images</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Available with full color images</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you accept this gift, you may order the player that gave it to you to do something unrelated to this game. That player must then obey your command, or let you move up to two cards from his or her loot pile into your own.</td>
<td>If you accept this gift, the player that gave it to you must take you on a date within the next week.</td>
<td>If you accept this gift, the player that offered it to you must be your personal servant for the rest of the day.</td>
<td>If you accept this gift, the player that gave it to you has to go get snacks for everyone right now.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I Promise: Something Good</th>
<th>Become a Cyborg</th>
<th>Become a Dragon</th>
<th>Become FBI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE GREATEST GIFT!</strong></td>
<td><strong>THE GREATEST GIFT!</strong></td>
<td><strong>THE GREATEST GIFT!</strong></td>
<td><strong>THE GREATEST GIFT!</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">Available with full color images</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Available with full color images</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Available with full color images</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Available with full color images</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you accept this gift, the player that offered it to you promises to give you something good, unrelated to this game. (Could this be any more vague? You'll just have to trust the giver.)</td>
<td>You have transformed into a cyborg: a flawless combination of man and machine, and you drink battery acid for breakfast.</td>
<td>You have transformed into a dragon. You like to breathe fire and eat sheep.</td>
<td>You are now an FBI Agent, one of the country’s elite personnel. That means you can commandeers cars and stuff just by showing your ID.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I Promise: A Commandment

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

If you accept this gift, you may order the player that gave it to you to do something unrelated to this game. That player must then obey your command, or let you move up to two cards from his or her loot pile into your own.

I Promise: A Hot Date

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

If you accept this gift, the player that gave it to you must take you on a date within the next week.

I Promise: Servant for the Day

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

If you accept this gift, the player that offered it to you must be your personal servant for the rest of the day.

I Promise: Snacks

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

If you accept this gift, the player that gave it to you has to go get snacks for everyone right now.

I Promise: Something Good

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

If you accept this gift, the player that offered it to you promises to give you something good, unrelated to this game. (Could this be any more vague? You’ll just have to trust the giver.)

Become a Cyborg

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You have transformed into a cyborg: a flawless combination of man and machine, and you drink battery acid for breakfast.

Become a Dragon

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You have transformed into a dragon. You like to breathe fire and eat sheep.

Become FBI

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You are now an FBI Agent, one of the country’s elite personnel. That means you can commandeer cars and stuff just by showing your ID.
**Become a Ghost**

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You have transformed into a ghost. You are no longer living, but on the brighter side of things, you can walk through walls and scare the heck out of people.

---

**Become a Monk**

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You have transformed into a monk. As such, you have achieved enlightenment and total consciousness. You can control your body temperature and heart rate with your mind.

---

**Become a Ninja**

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You have just transformed into a totally sweet ninja with real ultimate power!

---

**Become a Pirate**

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

Ye have transformed into a pirate. Ye even have a peg-leg and a hook, YAR!

---

**Become a Robot**

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You have transformed into a robot, but you still have feelings.

---

**Become a Vampire**

The Greatest Gift!
Available with full color images @ www.thegamecrafter.com/games/the-greatest-gift

You have transformed into a creature of the night. Your thirst for blood is strong.